
Press release: The UK’s Best
Apprenticeship

The Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl), an acknowledged world
leader in science, technology and innovation, is excited to be coming to this
years What Career Live event at the NEC. This year Dstl has increased the
number of apprentices that it wants to recruit to 31. These vacancies cover
cyber security, software development, aerospace engineering, electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering, data analysis and business
Administration Support.

Dstl is not just any employer. Our apprentices get to work on some of the
UK’s most exciting and interesting science and technology programmes. Many of
them have international and well as national implications. In recent years,
for example, current and former apprentices have worked on space satellites,
drones, stealth aircraft and tackling the Ebola outbreak in West Africa, to
name a few.

Some of our recent trainees have produced a YouTube video about an innovative
project that they have delivered to help tackle cyber attacks on the UK. This
is the type of innovative project that our 2017 apprenticeship entrants will
be working on.

YouTube video

Jade Ward, Dstl’s Apprenticeship Resourcing Adviser said:

Dstl is justifiably proud of its nationally recognised
apprenticeship scheme. Our scheme is different to most others
because our apprentices make a contribution to the security,
defence and prosperity of the UK. The fact that many of our former
apprentices now hold senior positions in Dstl, the MOD and in the
private sector is a reflection of the quality of our scheme.

She added:

If you’d like to find out more about our apprenticeship scheme
please come and see us on stand A200, next to the visitor’s café
and parents and advisors lounge.

Ollie, a first year mechanical engineering apprentice from Bromsgrove said:

I didn’t want to go to University so when I was coming to the end
of my course at the South Bromsgrove Sixth Form, I started to look
for a local apprenticeship. At the time I wanted to live at home so
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wasn’t looking much further afield than Birmingham. However, that
all changed when I looked at the Dstl apprenticeship programme. The
opportunities and training that Dstl offers are second to none, so
I knew that I wanted to work for them.

He added:

When it came to moving away from home it wasn’t the easiest but
once I had started the apprenticeship at Dstl I knew it was the
right decision. The course has already covered many different
aspects of mechanical engineering not just on the theory side, but
also on the practical side developing hand skills and machining
skills.

The quality of Dstl’s programme for School and College leavers has recently
been recognised by All About School Leavers. Dstl’s programme is ranked
second in the public sector and 32nd overall.

All Dstl’s apprentices have the opportunity to gain internationally
recognised qualifications as well as sponsorship towards a degree and post-
graduate qualifications. Apprentices can also apply for overseas postings and
secondments when they have finished their training.

Dstl’s apprentices are based at our Porton Down site, near Salisbury and
Portsdown West site, near Fareham. Relocation packages may be available to
outstanding applicants.

Dstl has a diverse, inclusive workforce and welcomes applications from all
suitably qualified applicants. Apprentices at Dstl enjoy a range of benefits
including a competitive salary and 25 days paid leave a year.

The last day to apply for one of Dstl’s exciting apprenticeships is 31 March
2017.

Further details of Dstl’s apprenticeship programme can be found online on the
Civil Service Jobs site and Dstl Early Careers Facebook page.

What Career Live is running at the NEC from 3 to 4 March 2017. Come and meet
us!

Education ‘on the slow train’ as SNP
prioritises break-up
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All News
Education ‘on the slow train’ as SNP prioritises break-up

2 Mar 2017

The SNP has been accused of placing education “on the slow train”, despite
the party claiming it’s a number one priority.

At First Minister’s Questions today, Ruth Davidson asked Nicola Sturgeon why
a key education strategy had been delayed amid claims of ministers wanting to
“chew over” additional submissions.

This is despite Ms Sturgeon making repeated threats about holding another
divisive independence referendum, the latest coming this week at the David
Hume Institute.

Ruth pointed to the example of education charity Hometown, which has asked
the Scottish Government for two years about the possibility of piloting
community-run schools.

They said this could be done without interfering with wider reform plans, but
have received nothing back from ministers.

In a letter to education secretary John Swinney, the organisation said: “We
have lost patience. This whole process has been a series of false dawns.

“This is really not a great demonstration of meaningful engagement with
stakeholders or a good start in trying to empower teachers, parents and
communities to achieve excellence and equity in education.”

Ruth accused the SNP of paying lip service to education reforms, while
privately having no intention to take them forward.

Scottish Conservative leader Ruth Davidson said:

“When it comes to education reform, the SNP government is kicking the can
down the road.

“At the same time that she is ramping up the rhetoric on a second
independence referendum, Nicola Sturgeon is putting education on the back
burner.

“People fear that the Scottish Government has already made up its mind on
much-needed education reforms, and that decision is they’re not going to
happen.

“A year-and-a-half ago the First Minister staked her reputation on reforming
Scotland’s schools.

“But since then literacy standards have slipped, numeracy has decreased, the
Curriculum for Excellence continues to fail and now her education secretary
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is stalling.

“The continued delays over education reform show the SNP’s claim that it is a
priority is quite simply false.”

To see the letter from Hometown to the Scottish Government, visit:
http://www.scottishconservatives.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/doc
00122920161122150512.pdf

Distribution of foodgrains under TPDS

Targeted Public Distribution System (TPDS) is operated under the joint
responsibility of the Central and the State/Union Territory (UT) Governments.

Additional £150,000 to support
publishing in Wales

The Economy Secretary, who also has responsibility for Culture and publishing
in Wales,  has confirmed that an additional  £151k of capital funding will be
allocated to the Welsh Books Council in 2016/17 to enable the Council to make
improvements to its headquarters, further develop its  IT systems and keep
pace with digital developments. 

The investment is in addition to the additional capital funding of £184k
provided by the Welsh Government to the Welsh Books Council during 2015-16
and the additional revenue funding of £123k that the Council will receive
during the 2017/18 . 

It reflects the Economy Secretary’s ongoing commitment to supporting Wales’
publishing industry. 

Ken Skates said:

“The Welsh Books Council plays a crucial role in promoting and
supporting Wales’ publishing industry and ensuring the creation of
a wide range of  Welsh language and English language publications. 

“In recent years, we have been encouraging publishers in Wales to
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embrace digital developments such as e-books.  This is something
they have embraced and there are now approximately 1600 e-books
available. 

“As we celebrate World Books Day I am pleased to confirm this
additional funding which will help the Welsh Books Council to
update its IT infrastructure and ensure it has the  business-
friendly and accessible platforms in place to support the industry
. It will provide a significant boost to both the Welsh Books
Council and help to strengthen Wales’ publishing industry more
widely.”

Helgard Krause, Chief Executive of the Welsh Books Council said:

“We are delighted to receive this additional funding, especially as
it allows us to invest further in our distribution centre to the
benefit of not only publishers but also booksellers and libraries.
Government support such as this is central to sustaining an
efficient service to the publishing industry in Wales offered
during times of rapid technological change.”

UD Ministry approves Atal Mission
Plans of 6 more States for next 3
financial years

Ministry of Urban Development has approved in one go investments in six
States for improving basic urban infrastructure over the next three financial
years
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